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attraction exerted on other electrified bodies. For the purpose of illustrating the theory of attractions we shall here replace the electricity by that system of repelling particles which exerts an equal force at every external point.
364.    If m, wf be the masses of two particles we assume here that the force of repulsion exerted by one on the other is wm'/r2 (Art. 1).   But the masses are not restricted to be positive, two particles whose masses are. of opposite signs attract each other. The electricity is called positive or negative according as it is represented by particles of positive or negative mass.    Since like particles repel each other the fundamental formula connecting potential and force are X=-dV/d% &c. (Art. 41).
It is obvious from this definition that either kind of electricity may be called positive, provided the other is called negative. A convention is therefore necessary. Let a piece of glass and a piece of resin be chosen which exhibit no signs of electricity. Let these be rubbed together and separated. Each body is now found to attract the other. The electrification on the glass is called positive, that on the resin negative. If a body electrified in any manner repels the glass and attracts the resin, it is positively electrified. If it attract the glass and repel the resin, its electricity is negative.
365.    When a particle A, say positively electrified, is brought into the presence of certain bodies it is found that electricity is immediately  developed  in  them.     Some  positive  electricity  is .repelled and driven to the parts of the body most remote from A and some negative electricity is attracted to the nearer parts.    If a second and then a third particle be made to act on the body more positive and negative electricity are developed and separated as before.    In all these cases the arrangement of the electricity when in equilibrium is altered by the approach of a new particle. This  result  is interpreted to mean that 'trlicn   electricity is in equilibrium the force acting on each element of the volume of the body is zero.    If it were not  zero,  more   electricity would  be developed and the existing arrangement would not be in equilibrium.    It follows that the electric potential dae to its own, charcje and to the external electrical particles is constant thruuykout the body.

